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Abstract—Resource allocation (RA) in multi-cell OFDMA
systems is very important for maximizing system throughput.
Although sub-channel RA is optimal in terms of system throughput, more interest is given to chunk-based RA so as to simplify
allocation algorithms and minimize required signalling. In this
paper, we propose a fairness-aware chunk-based RA algorithm
for the downlink transmission of multi-cell OFDMA system with
fractional frequency reuse (FFR) adoption. Simulation results
reveal that our proposed algorithm outperforms two reference
algorithms in literature in terms of some system metrics such as
average system spectral efficiency (SE), users fairness and rates
of cell-edge users.
Index Terms—Resourec Allocation, Multi-Cell, Fairness, FFR,
Chunk, OFDMA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is
a multiple access scheme currently exploited in most of modern wireless systems such as long term evolution-advanced
(LTE-A) and IEEE 802.11/n to permit wide-band data services.
OFDMA is immune against inter-symbol interference (ISI) by
dividing wide-band frequency selective fading channel into
orthogonal narrow-band flat fading sub-channels [1].
Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is firstly proposed in [2]
to solve the problem of strong co-channel interference encountered mainly by cell-edge users in multi-cell universal
frequency reuse systems. FFR divides the macro-cell coverage
area into two regions: center region with universal frequency
reuse and edge region with reuse factor less than 1 (1/3 in our
case).
Resource allocation (RA) problem in multi-cell OFDMA
system is divided into three sub-problems; sub-channel allocation among users, power loading and bit loading on different
sub-channels. These sub-problems should be jointly and efficiently solved with reasonable complexity. Many algorithms
in the literature have been proposed to solve RA problem
on a a sub-channel basis [3], [4] either to maximize system
throughput or minimize transmitted power. RA on a subchannel basis has two main drawbacks: (1) RA algorithm
complexity highly grows as number of sub-channels increases
and (2) large signalling is required to be fed-back about
channel information of each sub-channel. To simplify RA
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problem and reduce complexity, a number of contiguous subchannels are grouped together into one chunk and RA is done
on a chunk basis rather than sub-channel basis.
Many algorithms in the literature have been proposed to
solve the chunk-based RA problem in the single-cell scenario.
Authors in [5] addressed system performance under many
aspects such as fixed-size versus free-size chunks, equal power
versus variable power per sub-channel and consecutive versus
non-consecutive grouping using binary integer programming
(BIP) models. Authors in [6] addressed the optimal chunkbased RA problem under bit error rate (BER) constraint considering the effect of dynamic power loading and coherence
bandwidth on system throughput. Authors in [7] addressed
chunk-based RA problem by dividing it into two separate subproblems (chunk assignment and power loading) to reduce
complexity and simplify implementation. Some other works in
the literature addressed chunk-based RA problem in MIMObased systems under BER constraint [8], with fairness guarantee [9] or under user rate constraint [10].
The main contribution of this paper is proposing a fairnessaware chunk-based RA algorithm for the downlink transmission of multi-user multi-cell OFDMA system with FFR
adoption. We compare our proposed RA algorithm with two
different algorithms in the literature in terms of average system
spectral efficiency (SE), fairness among users and rates of celledge users. The first reference algorithm is called capacity
maximization (CM) algorithm [11] in which RA is done
in a two-step process. The first step is to allocate different
chunks among users based on small scale fading channel
conditions only1 such that each user is assigned the chunk
with the highest channel condition. Power is then loaded
homogeneously among chunks and bit loading is done so
as to satisfy BER constraint on a further step. The second
algorithm is the Round Robin (RR), the simplest allocation
methodology, which allocates chunks among users regardless
of their channel conditions. Although additional complexity
is added by our proposed algorithm and SINR feedback is
required at the transmitter 2 compared to the two reference
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assumed that this allocation methodology guarantees fairness
wireless system such as LTE-A already includes SINR feed-back
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The normalized power frequency response of fading channel
between any BSi and any user k = 1, 2, . . . , K over any subchannel n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N is given by

BS13

hi,k,n = αi,k,n .ejφi,k,n
BS14

BS15

where αi,k,n is the independently and identically Rayleigh
distributed channel magnitude with unitary mean square,
2
E(αi,k,n
) = 1, and φi,k,n is the channel phase with uniform
distribution over [0, 2π) for all i, k and n. Coherence band1
where στ is the
width of the channel is defined as Bc = 2πσ
τ
rms delay spread. The correlation coefficient νm,n between
any two sub-carriers m and n, m, n = 1, 2, . . . , N over any
fading channel is given by [12]
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Fig. 1: Two-layer cellular system with FFR.
algorithms, this can be tolerated by the increase in system
average SE and fairness among users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System model
is described in Section II. Our proposed chunk-based RA
algorithm is described in Section III. Simulation and results
are given in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Our two-layer multi-cell OFDMA system consists of 19
macro-cells, each with radius R, as shown in Fig. 1. Each
macro-cell is served by a single antenna macro base station
(BSi ), i = 1, 2, . . . , 19 located at the center of the cell i.
Macro-cell coverage area is divided into two main regions;
center region and edge region. Center region is bounded
by a so-called FFR radius, Rc , from the center of the cell
while edge region is located elsewhere. Two different reuse
factors of 1 and 1/3 are used for frequency sub-channels
assigned for center user equipments (CUEs) and edge user
equipments (EUEs) respectively such that frequency subchannels can be reused in areas with the same shadow as
shown in Fig. 1. Total system bandwidth B is divided equally
into N orthogonal narrowband flat fading sub-channels. K
active users, each with single receive antenna, are uniformly
distributed within coverage area of the reference macro-cell
i = 1. If the user equipment (UE) is located inside center
region of the reference macro-cell (i.e. CUE), strong cochannel interference will be generated from all neighbouring
BSi , i = 2, 3, . . . , 19. If UE is located elsewhere (i.e. EUE),
co-channel interference is generated from only a set of six
BSs, E, E = {8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18}.

1
1+

(m−n).∆f
Bc

(2)

such that (.)∗ stands for complex conjugate and ∆f is subchannel bandwidth.
For chunk-based RA, M contiguous sub-channels are
grouped into one chunk,
as c, and allocation is done
j denoted
k
N
on a chunk basis. C = M is the available number of chunks
in the system where bxc stands for the integer part of x. The
normalized power frequency response vector associated with
any user k over any chunk c, c = 1, 2, . . . , C from BSi is
hi,k,c = [hi,k,(c−1)M +1 , . . . , hi,k,cM ]. The channel magnitude
associated with any user k over any chunk c, denoted as αi,k,c ,
is obtained by averaging over all sub-channels within chunk c
such that
! 21
hi,k,c hH
i,k,c
αi,k,c =
(3)
M
where (.)H stands for conjugate transpose (Hermitian) and
αi,k,c is also independently and identically distributed for all
2
i, k and c with unitary mean square, E(αi,k,c
) = 1. Both
propagation path loss (PL) and log-normal shadowing are
considered such that PL encountered between any BSi and
any user k is given by d−λ
i,k where di,k is the distance from
BSi to user k in m and λ is the path loss exponent. Log
normal shadowing Xσ (dB) is also considered and identified
as a random variable by its standard deviation, σ(dB). Total
encountered loss between BSi and user k, denoted as gi,k , is
given by
−Xσ /10
gi,k = d−λ
.
(4)
i,k . 10
It has been proved in [6], [13] that dynamic power loading
over chunks is not significant when small scale fading is
only considered during chunk allocation and number of users
is higher than two. Therefore, center region transmit power
is equally allocated among center chunks and edge region
transmit power is equally allocated among edge chunks subject
to the total transmit power constraint Pmax . Moreover, it is
assumed that all sub-channels within one chunk are allocated
the same power. Therefore, transmitted power over any subchannel n to any user k, denoted as pk,n , is the same for
all sub-channels that belongs to center chunk c such that
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pk,n = pk,(c−1)M +1 = . . . = pk,cM = Pcenter . Similarly,
transmitted power over any sub-channel n to any user k, is
the same for all sub-channels that belongs to edge chunk c
such that pk,n = pk,(c−1)M +1 = . . . = pk,cM = Pedge .
Pcenter and Pedge are sub-channel power of center and edge
chunks respectively. This paper assumes that chunk allocation
is globally known among all BSs, so that if a chunk is allocated
to center region (or edge region) in the reference cell, it is
allocated to center region (or edge region) in all other cells.
For any user k located in the reference cell , power received
on any sub-channel n within chunk c is given by
(
2
Pcenter . α1,k,c
. gi,k if user k is CUE
Pr =
(5)
2
Pedge . α1,k,c . gi,k if user k is EUE
Co-channel interference generated from neighbouring cells on
any user k is defined as Ik and depends on user location.
For CUE, interference from 18 macro BSs, (BS2 ∼ BS19 ),
is encountered, while interference from a specific set of BSs,
E = {8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18}, is experienced in case of EUE. Ik
is a random variable such that its variance, σI2k , is given by
 P

19
2
E
P
.
α
.
g
,k is CUE
center
i,k
i,k,c
Pi=2

σI2k =
2
E
,k is EUE
i∈E Pedge . αi,k,c . gi,k
(P
19
Pcenter . gi,k ,k is CUE
= Pi=2
(6)
,k is EUE
i∈E Pedge . gi,k
Gaussian approximation in Eq.(6) is validated by the assumption that number of interferers for both types of users is larger
than one. Therefore, average signal-to-interference plus noise
power ratio (SINR) for any user k over any chunk c, γk,c , is
given by
γk,c =

=

Pr
σI2k + ση2

.
 PPcenter
19

α21,k,c . gi,k
P
.gi,k +ση2
center
i=2
Pedge . α21,k,c . gi,k
P
2
i∈E Pedge .gi,k +ση

,k is CUE
(7)
,k is EUE

where ση2 is the variance of thermal noise power at the receiver.
To simplify resource allocation, it is assumed that all subchannels within any chunk c use the same bit loading. It is also
assumed that adaptive l-ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) is exploited to adopt with different channel conditions
among chunks such that l can be any of the set of values L =
{0, 4, 16, 64} and the corresponding number of transmitted bits
per OFDM symbol, b, can be any of the set B = {0, 2, 4, 6}.
For l-ary QAM modulation, the BER encountered by any user
k on any sub-channel within chunk c can be approximated in
a closed form as [14]


c.γk,c
BERk,c ≈ 0.2exp
(8)
lk,c − 1
where c = −1.6 and lk,c can be any value from the set L.
Therefore, the l-ary QAM modulation exploited by any user

k over any sub-channel belongs to chunk c under a BER
constraint,BERth , is given by
$
(
%)
c.γk,c
lk,c = max l l ≤ 1 +
(9)
l∈L
ln(5BERth )
Then, the data rate transmitted
to chunk c by any user k, rk,c ,
(
log2 lk,c
rk,c =
log2 (lk,c )/3

on each sub-channel belongs
is given by
if user k is CUE
if user k is EUE

(10)

The total rate achieved by any user k, Rk , is given by
Rk =

C
X

ak,c .M.rk,c

(11)

c=1

where ak,c ∈ {0, 1} is a binary parameter to determine weather
chunk c is allocated to user k (ak,c = 1) or not (ak,c = 0).
Finally, average system spectral
efficiency per sub-channel,
PK
k=1 Rk
SE, is obtained by SE =
N
III. P ROPOSED C HUNK -BASED R ESOURCE A LLOCATION
A LGORITHM
In this section, we propose a chunk-based RA algorithm
with fairness provision for the downlink transmission of multiuser multi-cell OFDMA-based systems. During successive
chunk allocation, our proposed algorithm employs the FFR
concept to cope with co-channel interference and protect
cell-edge users in the multi-cell scenario. The algorithm is
described in details in Algorithm 1.
The proposed algorithm is initialized by zero rates Rk = 0
for every user k belongs to the set of all users ψ. The set of
chunks Λ is also initialized with null set ∅ on every chunk
c. The first step of the algorithm is a round robin step such
that, successively , each user k ∈ ψ is allocated the chunk copt
with the highest channel magnitude among set of remaining
chunks Λ. If achievable rate by any user k ∈ ψ is above zero,
the chunk copt is assigned to user k and removed from the
set of available chunks Λ. Then, the total rate associated with
user k, Rk , is also updated. Otherwise, the loop continues for
the next user in the round robin step. This round robin step
prevents starvation for users with poor channel conditions.
The next step is a fairness provision step such that the remaining set of chunks available in the set Λ are fairly allocated
among users. A set of candidate users ψcand is initialized by
the set of all users ψ and the user kmin = arg min Rk is
k∈ψcand

selected so that fairness among users is implicitly enhanced.
The chunk with the highest channel magnitude with respect
to user kmin among the set of chunks Λ , denoted as copt , is
selected for user kmin . If the achievable rate by user kmin on
the chunk copt is above zero, copt is assigned to user kmin ,
Rkmin is updated and copt is removed from the set of chunks
Λ. Otherwise, user kmin is removed from the set of candidate
users ψcand as it will not achieve rate over any other chunk
as long as it doesn’t achieve rate on its optimal chunk. The
algorithm is terminated either if the set of candidate users
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TABLE I: System Parameters

Algorithm 1 Proposed Chunk-based RA Algorithm
Initialise: ψ = 1, 2, . . . , K and Λ = 1, 2, . . . , C
Initialise: Rk = 0, ∀k ∈ ψ and ρc = ∅, ∀c ∈ Λ
Round Robin Step:
3: for k ← 1 to K do
2
4:
copt = arg max α1,k,c

Parameter
Inter-site distance
Total Bandwidth
Number of sub-channels N
Thermal noise power ση2
Path-loss exponent λ
Shadow fading standard deviation σ
BER constraint

1:
2:

c∈Λ

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Calculate rk,copt according to Eq.(10)
if rk,copt > 0 then
ρcopt = k
Update Rk according to Eq.(11)
Λ ← Λ \ {copt }
end if
end for
Fairness Provision Step:
ψcand = ψ
while Λ 6= ∅ do
if ψcand = ∅ then
break
end if
kmin = arg min Rk

4
Cap acit y M axim izat io n A lg . in [11]

Round Robin Alg.
3

2.5

2

1.5

1

2
copt = arg max α1,k
min ,c
c∈Λ

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Proposed Alg.

3.5

k∈ψcand

18:

Value
500 m
100 MHz
1024
-134 dBm/Hz
3
8 dB
10−3

0.5

Calculate rkmin ,copt according to Eq.(10)
if rk,copt > 0 then
ρcopt = kmin
Update Rkmin according to Eq.(11)
Λ ← Λ \ {copt }
else
ψcand ← ψcand \ {kmin }
end if
end while
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Fig. 2: Average SE per sub-channel vs. FFR ratio.

ψcand becomes a null set (i.e. no user can achieve rate over any
chunk of the remaining ones) or the set of chunks Λ becomes
a null set. If the set of available chunks Λ is not empty at the
algorithm termination, these chunks are considered in outage
and unallocated. This fairness step maximizes system spectral
efficiency while fairness among users is guaranteed as will be
explained in the results section.
IV. S IMULATION & R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
RA algorithm in terms of different system metrics compared
to the reference algorithm in [11] and the RR algorithm. These
metrics include average system spectral efficiency (SE), fairness index (FI) and rates of cell-edge users. Number of users,
K, is set to 8, average transmit signal to noise power ratio
P
+P
SN R = centerσ2 edge = 20dB and Pcenter = Pedge , number
η
of sub-channels per chunk is set to M = 12 and coherence
bandwidth is Bc = 5∆f . Other simulation parameters are
summarized in Table I. All results are obtained for 104 channel
realizations.
Fig. 2 shows average system SE per sub-channel against
FFR radius ratio Rc /R for the different algorithms. Results
reveal that up to a specific radius ratio of 0.4, capacity

maximization (CM) algorithm has a better performance in
terms of average SE due to low co-channel interference (CCI)
generated from neighbouring cells. As FFR radius increases,
center region area increases and therefore strong co-channel
interference and path-loss are encountered by CUEs which
limits the increase of achievable rates by CUEs as more chunks
are considered in outage. Unlike CM algorithm, our proposed
fairness-aware algorithm highly increases average system SE
as shown in Fig. 2. These results can be explained directly
from Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 shows the ratio of outage (unallocated) chunks at
algorithm termination to total chunks against FFR radius ratio
for the different algorithms. For CM algorithm, as FFR radius
increases, more UEs are supposed to be in center area very far
from serving BS and therefore encounter both very strong CCI
and path-loss so more chunks are supposed to be in outage as
shown in Fig. 3. Unlike CM algorithm, our proposed algorithm
solves this problem by avoiding wasting chunks on users with
very poor conditions due to either strong CCI or poor received
signal strength. If any user fails to achieve rate on its optimal
chunk, it will never achieve rate on any other chunk so it
is useless to include it furthermore in chunk competition as
previously explained in Algorithm 1. Fig. 3 shows clearly that
number of wasted chunks in our proposed algorithm is very
small compared to the two reference algorithms over the whole
range of FFR radius.
Among different fairness measurements, P
we choose Jain’s
( k Rk )2
fairness index [15], defined as F I = K. P
2 , since it
k Rk
measures how fair or unfair the resources are shared among
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Fig. 6: CDF of cell-edge users rates per sub-channel.

1
users and ranges from K
(worst case) to 1 (best case). Fig. 4
shows the fairness index (FI) of different algorithms against
FFR radius ratio. Our proposed algorithm highly increases fairness compared to the two reference algorithms by considering
user with minimum rate during every chunk allocation in the
fairness provision step. For comparison purpose, if we choose
FFR radius ratio of 0.4, at which our proposed algorithm and
CM algorithm give the same average system SE, our proposed
algorithm has fairness gain of about 50% over CM algorithm.

V. C ONCLUSION

For further comparison of the different algorithms, cumulative distribution function (CDF) of rates per sub-channel
associated with both all-users and cell-edge users are shown
in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively at FFR radius ratio of 0.4. At FFR
radius ratio of 0.4, both our proposed algorithm and the CM
algorithm have equal average SE required for fair comparison.
It is clear from Fig. 5 that performance of both the CM and
RR algorithms exceeds our proposed algorithm for only users
with good conditions (near from BS). This is not the case
for cell-edge users performance shown in Fig. 6. It is clear
from Fig. 6 that our fairness-aware RA algorithm has enhanced
performance of poor users at edge region by considering users
with the minimum rate during every chunk allocation in the
fairness provision step.

In this paper, we proposed a fairness-aware chunk-based RA
algorithm for the downlink transmission of multi-user multicell OFDMA systems with FFR adoption. Simulation results
reveal that our proposed algorithm performance highly exceeds
two reference algorithms in the literature in terms of average
system SE by avoiding wasting resources on users with very
poor conditions. Both total fairness among users and cell-edge
users performance have been also enhanced due to considering
users with the minimum rate during every chunk allocation in
the fairness provision step. Although additional complexity is
added by the proposed algorithm, it can be tolerated by the
increase in system fairness and SE.
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